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With the expansion of military-led, quick impact programs that view 
development as a means to stabilization, local and international NGOs 
assert that these programs undermine both their development efforts 
and their staff security. They also argue that the short-term payoff of 
NGOs receiving cash for work undermines the longer-term payoff of 
fostering an active civil society that is independent from government. 
They argue that the international community would benefit more from 
protecting civil society space where they can work independently and 
hold their government to account on issues of corruption and governance.

Local civil society organizations value their independence and ability 
to serve populations impartially, without regard to political affiliations. 
But there are no guidelines or communication mechanisms for how 
military personnel or offices to relate with local civil society organiza-
tions doing development.

Inadvertently undermining local capacity
In many countries, local NGOs express dismay and growing tensions 

with international NGOs who hire away their local staff during crisis 
periods. Local NGOs make investments to send their staff off for train-
ing only to find them wooed away to international NGOs with higher 
salaries. International NGOs may be running programs at such a large 
scale that they may not even recognize these impacts on local NGOs, 
which tend to be smaller. In Iraq, local NGOs confided that while they 
welcomed partnerships with international NGOs, more often they felt 
undermined by the influx of outsiders who did not make an effort to 
reach out to local civil society leaders.

A number of country directors from large international NGOs in 
Afghanistan told me that while they knew other international NGO leaders 
well, even after 10 years of working in the country they had not met key 
Afghan civil society leaders. They also were not aware that some Afghan 
NGOs had more than 100 staff and field offices around the country working 
on development, democracy, governance and other programs.

While outside partners and funds for development efforts are usu-
ally still welcome and necessary, the way outsiders relate to insiders 
requires new approaches.

Recommendations
USAID has a host of new structures, programs and funding mecha-

nisms to help foster greater local ownership and capacity. International 
NGOs may need to also revamp the way they think about local civil 
society’s growing role in development. The following steps can help:

Beware of referring to a “lack of local capacity.” Vague references 
to a lack of local capacity are made too often without knowledge of a 
comparative scale. Lack of capacity compared to what? For example, 
Afghan civil society is rich compared to other countries of comparative 
GDP. By whom and by what measure is capacity judged?

Measure different forms of capacity (knowledge of local context). 
International NGOs and for-profit contractors may have more staff with 
advanced degrees who can develop complex programs and manage 
finances. And their staff may bring the benefit of having worked in 
multiple contexts, thus enabling them to see multiple ways of address-
ing problems of water shortage or disease. But all that may not matter 
if a program does not sync with the local context. Local development 

actors have the benefit of knowing the history, languages, cultures, 
religious beliefs and political, economic and social nuances that are 
invisible to internationals. Donors and international NGOs should 
place more value on these forms of capacity.

Listen to diverse local voices. Needs assessment and conflict assessment 
processes both suffer from time pressures and overconfidence that inter-
viewing key local informants can substitute for a longer, more thorough 
process of listening to diverse local voices. But studies by CDA Collaborative 
Learning Project and by the Feinstein International Center, for example, 
conclude that locals end up resenting internationals for spending funds 
and running programs that are out of sync with local priorities and needs.

Map diverse local development efforts. International NGOs can do 
better at identifying development efforts already underway. These local 
development efforts may have a wealth of insight to share about what has 
and has not been tried or what might not work in the local context. Lead-
ers of these local efforts often have important insights but no channel to 
share them with international development efforts in their country. !"

in April, Sheila Herrling, the vice president for policy at the U.S. gov-
ernment’s Millennium Challenge Corporation, opined that her group 
could do a better job involving civil society by extending consultation 
and oversight from the design to the implementation period as well. 
But why just the MCC? Why couldn’t the U.S. government, including 
USAID, adapt such a mechanism for its bilateral aid activities and 
use it as a way to promote accountability and steadily improve local 
government systems? Unfortunately, at a recent meeting with InterAc-
tion members, USAID officials made it clear that formal consultation 
with civil society was not mandatory for the country development 
cooperation strategies now being drafted and “would not be audited.”

Create a real policy dialogue with U.S. civil society about country 
ownership. As a recent review panel for the Development Assistance 
Committee of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD/DAC) noted, there does not appear to be any specific 
U.S. government policy framework for dialogue with U.S. NGOs. This 
is remarkable given these organizations’ long involvement in imple-
menting the government’s humanitarian and development programs, 
including valuable experience in country ownership and institutional 
development approaches. In addition, these groups bring hundreds of 
millions of dollars of additional resources in private donations (over 
$12 billion in 2009 according to the Hudson Institute’s latest report) 
and many of them have important grassroots constituencies commit-
ted to political support for a strong U.S. foreign aid budget. Two poten-
tial fora for such a dialogue come to mind: the Advisory Committee 
on Voluntary Foreign Aid and the Global Development Council, the 
latter announced in the administration’s Presidential Policy Directive 
on Global Development. Unfortunately, the former is moribund and 
the latter still on the drawing board. Whatever the mechanism, why 
not engage in a real dialogue with U.S.-based NGO partners focusing 
on country ownership, the enabling environment and the best 
approaches to institutional development for both developing govern-
ments and local civil society organizations? This might go a long way 
in addressing the obstacles to country ownership and promote better 
results for the poor we seek to help in our aid programs. !"

Country-led development
continued from page 10
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